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Feasibility of Employing Model-Based Optimization
of Pulse Amplitude and Electrode Distance for
Effective Tumor Electropermeabilization
Davorka Šel, Alenka Maček Lebar, and Damijan Miklavčič*

Abstract—In electrochemotherapy (ECT) electropermeabilization, parameters (pulse amplitude, electrode setup) need to be
customized in order to expose the whole tumor to electric field
intensities above permeabilizing threshold to achieve effective
ECT. In this paper, we present a model-based optimization
approach toward determination of optimal electropermeabilization parameters for effective ECT. The optimization is carried
out by minimizing the difference between the permeabilization
threshold and electric field intensities computed by finite element
model in selected points of tumor. We examined the feasibility of
model-based optimization of electropermeabilization parameters
on a model geometry generated from computer tomography
images, representing brain tissue with tumor. Continuous parameter subject to optimization was pulse amplitude. The distance
between electrode pairs was optimized as a discrete parameter.
Optimization also considered the pulse generator constraints on
voltage and current. During optimization the two constraints
were reached preventing the exposure of the entire volume of the
tumor to electric field intensities above permeabilizing threshold.
However, despite the fact that with the particular needle array
holder and pulse generator the entire volume of the tumor was
not permeabilized, the maximal extent of permeabilization for
the particular case (electrodes, tissue) was determined with the
proposed approach.
Model-based optimization approach could also be used for
electro-gene transfer, where electric field intensities should be
distributed between permeabilizing threshold and irreversible
threshold—the latter causing tissue necrosis. This can be obtained
by adding constraints on maximum electric field intensity in
optimization procedure.
Index Terms—Electrochemotherapy, electro gene transfer, electropermeabilization, modeling, optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

E

LECTROPERMEABILIZATION of cell membranes
is a phenomenon which has been in the last few years
increasingly exploited for medical purposes. Namely, when
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exposing cells to the appropriate, short, intense electric pulses
the reversible change of their membrane permeability appears
[1]–[3], enabling the transfer of molecules and even macromolecules which otherwise cannot enter the cell, such as
proteins, some drugs, and nucleic acids.
This phenomenon is already exploited for clinical purposes
in order to facilitate the transfer of chemotherapeutics into cells
[4]–[12]. The corresponding therapeutic method is referred to
as electrochemotherapy [13]. In preclinical trials, another application is currently taking place, where DNA is transferred into
cells by means of an applied external electric field [14]–[25].
The method is termed as electrogentransfection and is currently
gaining a lot of attention, because it is considered a safer method
compared to other methods of gene transfer using viral vectors
[26].
As electric field (E) distribution in tissue can be controlled
by the applied pulse amplitude and electrode design [27]–[29],
determination of optimal electropermeabilization parameters
(EP) is crucial for effective tissue permeabilization. In the case
of ECT, effective electropermeabilization is achieved when the
entire volume of the tumor is exposed to E intensities above
reversible threshold, while in electrogenetransfer, for effective
permeabilization, the subjected tissue should be exposed to
E intensities distributed between reversible and irreversible
threshold. The latter meaning the threshold where tissue
necrosis appears. The determination of optimal EP parameters
(amplitude, electrode design) should, therefore, consider the
requirements of the particular application of permeabilization
[27], [29]–[31].
There are different approaches towards optimization of EP
parameters. Usually, they are based on information of in vitro
[32] and in vivo [28], [33] tests used to determine the E intensity
needed for tissue permeabilization. Model-based approaches to
optimization of EP parameters, however, have not been used so
far, due to the lack of appropriate models describing tissue permeabilization. Namely, the models which have been developed
to describe tissue permeabilization [29], [31], [34], did not incorporate changes of tissue permeability due to exposure to exdependency. Recently presented model of
ternal E, i.e.,
tissue permeabilization [35], [36], however, incorporates
dependency and as such introduces basis for model-based optimization of EP parameters.
In general, parameters subject to optimization could be pulse
parameters (shape, amplitude, frequency, pulse duration) [37]
and electrode parameters (shape, position and also diameter in
case of needle electrodes). Model-based optimization of all the
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stated parameters would require a permeabilization model comprising all listed parameters and also tissue parameters. The development of such a model on a tissue level is too complex and
probably would result in a model describing only a narrow range
of parameter values.
Within our present work we, thus, narrowed the problem to
the optimization of two parameters only: the pulse amplitude
and the distance between electrodes . We investigated the feasibility of model-based optimization of EP parameters on the sequential model of tissue permeabilization presented in previous
work of our group [35], [36]. Similarly, optimization on the cell
level could have been performed on the pharmacokinetics-based
model [38], which is taking into account the pulse duration and
pulse amplitude.
At the beginning of the paper the model geometry generation is described, which is derived from computer tomography
(CT) images of patient with brain tumor. Then the optimization
problem in electrochemotherapy is defined. The model-based
optimizations are carried out by considering pulse amplitude
and distance between the electrodes (where applicable) as EP
parameters subject to optimization. The goal of the optimization was to permeabilize the whole tumor, i.e., to expose the entire volume of the tumor to E intensity values above reversible
threshold as used in ECT, assuming this leads to 100% effectiveness of ECT. Finally the advantages and disadvantages of the
model-based approach are described, alleging that the approach
can be effectively used for ECT as well as for electro-gene
transfer treatment planning.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Model Geometry, Electrodes, Pulse Generator
The feasibility study of model-based optimization was carried out on the model geometry representing the brain tissue
with tumor. The reason for choosing such geometry was the
availability of CT images needed for automatic model geometry generation and the fact that brain tissue can very well illustrate how important is not to damage too much the surrounding
tissue by ECT, but just the tumor. In addition, since the chosen
geometry is quite complex it can better illustrate the advantages
and disadvantages of the approach caused by the geometry and
finite element method used. By all means the procedures described could be applied to other types of tissues and locations
as well as for other medical image modalities.
For ECT application an array of needle electrodes was used.
The needle array, which corresponded to the Cliniporator needle
holder, was selected such as to produce the electric field distribution to cover the whole tumor. The Cliniporator TM (IGEA
srl, Carpi, Italy) is an electroporation medical device, which was
used to deliver high voltage electroporative pulses. The Cliniporator was developed within the Cliniporator project, supported
by the European Commission within the 5th framework programme (grant QLK3-1999-00484). Cliniporator needle holder
has place for up to 4 pairs of needle electrodes of 0.7 mm diameter. The distance between the two rows is 8.7 mm (centers
of needle insertion), while the distance between the centers of
neighboring needles in the row is 3.2 mm. In clinics, the use of

Fig. 1. Head CT image with manually selected polygonal region on the top
(black line), which defines the edge of the tumor.

needle electrodes for brain tumor ECT would be carefully considered in order to decide weather it is appropriate for use or not.
Thus, the selected geometry should be considered solely as an
example to examine the feasibility of the proposed model-based
optimization.
The first step of the feasibility study was to develop the model
geometry to be used to compute electric field distribution in
tissue by means of finite element method (FEM). Thus, the details of the model geometry—the brain, tumor and needle array
are given in the following sections together with the explanation
of the process of automatic model generation from CT images.
1) Automatic 3-D Geometry Model Generation From CT Images: A substantial part of the modeling effort was put into the
generation of brain model geometry from CT images. Head CT
images of a patient with a brain tumor were scanned at the Institute of Oncology, Ljubljana, Slovenia. The head scan consisted
of 22 slices, each 5 mm thick. The imaging plane was rotated
by 24 with respect to the horizontal plane (tilt: 24 ). The CT
images were stored in Digital Imaging and Communications in
Medicine (DICOM) file format.
For the purpose of 3-D brain geometry reconstruction from
CT brain images, we used every second slice to avoid generating
too complex geometry for subsequent mesh generation.
Fig. 1 presents one of the original CT images obtained from
the Institute of Oncology. As seen, the bone (skull) is represented in white, while the liquid and the air are represented in
black. Considering the wide range of attenuation values, it is
hard to expect to differentiate between the white and the grey
matter, both shown in shades of grey in Fig. 1. Thus, we decided to model the brain as a homogenous tissue for the purpose
of 3-D brain geometry model generation as well as to model the
brain tumor as a homogeneous tissue.
We performed CT brain image processing using Matlab
(MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) software and 3-D geometry
generation from processed images with Femlab software
(Comsol AB, Stockholm, Sweden). Our goal also was to design
a process of 3-D model generation which requires the least
amount of human interaction possible. The first step in 3-D
brain geometry model generation was to determine the edge of
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Fig. 2. Brain edge contour curves (black dashed line) on the top of imported CT images—example for 3 slices.

the brain at each CT image (Fig. 2) by defining threshold value
and using a contour function, which creates contour curves of
the image at a predefined threshold value. Then, 3-D geometry model generation was performed from obtained contour
curves with Femlab software by using cubic lofting [39]. The
described process of 3-D brain geometry model generation is
almost fully automatic. From the user it requires only to set the
greyscale threshold value of the brain edge, which is needed
for the generation of brain contour curve.
The CT images under our study had low spatial and low
contrast resolution, which were the reasons preventing unambiguous automatic differentiation of the tumor from the rest of
the brain. Consequently, the 3-D geometry model generation
described above for brain required modification for tumor
derivation. Instead of automatically determining the edge of
the tumor, we manually selected a polygonal region just on
the edge of the tumor on the enlarged part of the CT image
and in this manner acquired the coordinates for the edge of the
tumor. The selected polygonal region is superimposed on the
CT scan in Fig. 1. Due to the fact that the tumor was visible in
the fourth through seventh CT image, we used each of these
images for the 3-D tumor geometry model generation, not
only every second as in the case of the 3-D brain geometry
model generation. The rest of the 3-D tumor geometry model
generation was the same as with the brain. Fig. 3 presents the
projection of the combined geometry (brain, tumor, and
skull). The skull geometry was obtained in the same way as
brain geometry from CT images of the patient head.
We inserted the needle electrode array in the brain geometry
through the area where the tumor was closest to the edge of the
brain. We also took care when inserting needle electrodes that
the resulting E distribution will cover the greatest area of tumor
possible. The depth of needle penetration (14 mm) was chosen
not to exceed the dimension of the tumor in the direction towards
the centre of the brain, which would otherwise damage healthy
brain tissue. Fig. 4(b) presents the close up of the position of
the needle array with respect to the brain and tumor. We can see
that the tumor has a very irregular shape and that the tumor is
close to the edge of the brain.
The described geometry consisted of brain, tumor and needles
is demanding for automatic mesh generation as it is composed of

Fig. 3. Generated 3-D geometry model of the skull, brain, and tumor—projection in the xy plane.

irregularly curved objects, which significantly differ in dimensions and have very small distance between the boundaries of
two curved objects. Even though employing automatic meshing,
the FEM mesh generation was a long process subject to initial
mesh parameter tuning. The obtained mesh which consists of
39 298 elements is presented in Fig. 4(a). Finer mesh could be
used, but was not investigated because finer mesh would significantly increase time and computer resources needed for subsequent optimization, while not contributing to the feasibility
study.

B. Model Based Optimization
Optimization is based on the sequential model of tissue
permeabilization presented and described in our previous work
[36], which is for the time being the only relevant model
describing the change in tissue conductivity due to permeabilization. Parameters subject to optimization were pulse
amplitude and electrode distance .
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where the lowest E intensities are expected due to electrode
positioning. These points are shown in Fig. 5(a), (c), and (e). E
could have been evaluated in all points of the tumor but we have
chosen only critical points in order to hasten time needed for
optimization. The reference value of E to be reached in each of
, which was defined slightly
those points was
above tumor tissue reversible threshold
in order to assure tumor permeabilization. The reversible
threshold of tumor tissue was defined hypothetically, for the
reason further explained in the Tissue Parameters chapter.
Taking into account the technical limitations of the Clinipoand currator, which supplies limited voltage
, we defined constraints on voltage
, subject
rent
to optimization
(3)
and we set a limitation on current as a nonlinear constraint of
the following form:
(4)
where
denotes the total current computed by the model.
In addition, our goal was to ensure that E in predetermined point
of the tumor exceeds reversible threshold. Thus, we set additional nonlinear constraints for each evaluation point

Fig. 4. Finite element mesh of the brain with a tumor and inserted needle electrode array: (a) 3-D perspective of whole geometry; (b) 3-D close up of tumor
in cross section parallel to needle length.

Considering the two parameters the objective function has the
following form:

(5)
Constraints on the second optimization parameter—distance
were set considering the characteristic of the model geometry
and by considering the electrode holder dimensions. Thus, they
will be described later in this paper.
C. Tissue Parameters

(1)
where
denotes reference value to be reached by optimization
and
actual value of electric field obtained by applying
pulse amplitude at electrodes distanced at . The objective
function to be minimized is defined with Theil’s criteria [40]

(2)

where
represents E intensity computed by the model at th
point in the tumor. For assessment of the objective function, E
was computed in five points at the end of permeabilization prop,
agation:
,
,
, and
. They
are critical as they represent points on the edge of the tumor

With respect to the final goal, i.e., to optimize EP parameters
for electrochemotherapy of a brain tumor based on real geometry extracted from CT images, we used tissue electric parameters which correspond to brain and tumor tissue.
of brain tissue reported in literature for
The conductivity
animals (cow, pig, and rabbit) at low frequency and at body
temperature was 0.17 S/m, with grey matter conductivity 0.35
S/m and white matter 0.15 S/m [41]. The same value, i.e.,
0.17 S/m was reported for average human brain conductivity
in [42], while the measurement at 1 kHz reported in [43]
estimated human brain conductivity in the range between
0.20–0.22 S/m. Considering a possible increase in conductivity
at 1 kHz, we used the lower value of human brain conductivity
in this work.
There were no reported values of brain tumor conductivity in literature available to us. Thus, we based the
value of brain tumor conductivity on the fact, that tumor
tissue has in general higher conductivity than the surrounding tissue [44]–[46]. Considering this in all subsequent models we have chosen the conductivity of brain
tumor tissue to be 2.2 times larger than the conductivity of nonpermeabilized brain tissue, which corresponds
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Fig. 5. Conductivity in xy , xz and xy planes shown in (a), (c), and (e), respectively, and corresponding electric field at the end of permeabilization in xy , xz and
xy planes shown in (b), (d), and (f), respectively. Results are given for model 5.

to
. This value, however, does not necessarily
represent the real brain tumor conductivity and is used only for
the purpose of present feasibility study.

dependencies of both brain and tumor tissue were
The
approximated with an S-shaped function for the reasons presented in our previous work [36], [47]. Fig. 6 displays both
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Fig. 6.  (E) dependencies of brain tissue (dashed curve) and tumor tissue (full
curve). Note that different scales for brain (right) and tumor (left) tissue conductivity are used.

dependencies of brain and tumor tissue, respectively. The inis based on estimated
crease in tumor tissue conductivity
values for a subcutaneous tumor presented in [35]. The rest of
and irreversible
threshthe values (brain reversible
olds, increased brain tissue conductivity
, tumor reversible
and irreversible
thresholds) were defined hypothetically. The hypothetical values were defined to be around the
range of known thresholds for other tissue (rabbit liver tissue
[36]). The choice of hypothetical values of parameters is not
questionable for use in feasibility study, however, for applicadependency should be exactly detion on real tissue the
fined.
III. RESULTS
A. Pulse Amplitude and Distance Optimization on Realistic
Geometry
The parameters subject to optimizations were either pulse
amplitude or a combination of and distance between two
electrode pairs. When incorporating the distance between electrodes as a parameter for optimization we utilized two electrode
pairs in an electrode holder instead of four and defined as the
distance between the two electrode pairs. As model geometry
changed for different distances the optimization of the distance
between electrodes required new mesh generation for each distance. Therefore, we tested mesh generation for different distances between electrodes in advance and found it impossible
to build the mesh at certain distances. The reasons were the irregular shape of tumor, small distance between edges of tumor,
brain and needles and the huge difference in size between the
tissue (tumor size approximately
) and
needles
. Therefore, we transformed the problem
of distance optimization into a problem of optimization of discrete distances at which mesh generation succeeded. The transformed optimization problem was required to find the minimum
of the objective function subject to one continuous parameter
and one discrete parameter . This is a so called mixed integer
programming problem [48], which can be solved either by optimizing continuous parameter at each value of discrete parameter

or by using special purpose algorithms, such as a Tree-search algorithm for mixed integer programming problems [49]. We used
the first approach, as we tested only two discrete distance values
and employed Sequential Quadratic Programming method for
constrained nonlinear optimization. However, if several discrete
values of were present we would consider optimization based
on the Tree-search algorithm.
We first used the same constraints on , and
as described
in (3)–(5) in Section II-B. However, the optimization had no
feasible solution as constraints on and limited the field distribution . Thus, we removed the constraint on
[see (5))
because and are physical limitations of the pulse generator
and consequently cannot be removed.
Table I presents the value of objective function, optimal
pulse parameters, and delivered by pulse generator and
at the evaluation points obtained in
optimal values of
different models. The model 1 refers to the model with two
electrode pairs with the rows at same potential and distance
3.2 mm between needles in row, similarly model 2 refers to
a distance of 9.6 mm between two electrode pairs, model 3
refers to the model with four needle pairs with rows at the same
potential and 4 to the model with different potentials between
four needle pairs. Model 5 is similar to model 4 but without
constraints on and . The time needed for the computation
of one sequential permeabilization model was 29 min on the
laptop (Intel Pentium III, 1066 MHz CPU, 256 MB RAM). The
number of evaluations of objective function within optimizations ranged from 5 evaluations (model 1 and model 2) up to 74
evaluations (model 5). Average time spent on optimization was
12 hours. In Table I, we can see that in model 1 the constraint
on u was reached, while in models 2–4 the constraint reached
was on . Non of the models 1–4 did deliver E higher than
in all selected points. Only model 5, which did not incorporate
constraints on and , provided E higher than
in all selected
points.
Fig. 5 presents conductivity and E distribution, respectively,
of model 5 at the end of permeabilization process. We can
observe that increased E values were concentrated within the
tumor which is particularly advantageous because in this way
healthy brain tissue is not exposed to higher E intensities
that can cause irreversible brain cell damage. The reason for
increased E values within the tumor is also due to tumor tissue
conductivity being higher than brain tissue conductivity, as
well as change in tumor conductivity due permeabilization is
not higher that change in brain tissue conductivity (see Fig. 5).
Further we established that with the particular needle array
holder we cannot permeabilize the entire volume of the tumor
with a single needle array insertion considering the constraints
on voltage and current supplied by the Cliniporator. However,
by employing optimization we can determine pulse amplitude
parameters for each electrode pair that can permeabilize the
tumor as much as possible considering the constraints. This can
consequently decrease the number of needle array insertions and
reduce associated tissue damage.
IV. DISCUSSION
The goal of the model-based optimization was to determine optimal EP parameters to be applied for effective
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF EP PARAMETERS, OPTIMIZATION RESULTS, AND VALUES OF E IN EVALUATION POINTS OBTAINED IN MODELS 1–5. WHERE MODEL 1 PRESENTS
THE MODEL WITH TWO ELECTRODE PAIRS AT A DISTANCE OF 3.2 mm, MODEL 2 REFERS TO A DISTANCE OF 9.6 mm BETWEEN TWO ELECTRODE PAIRS, MODEL
3 REFERS TO THE MODEL WITH FOUR NEEDLE PAIRS WITH ROWS AT THE SAME POTENTIAL AND MODEL 4 TO THE MODEL WITH DIFFERENT POTENTIALS
BETWEEN FOUR NEEDLE PAIRS. MODEL 5 IS THE SAME AS MODEL 4 BUT WITHOUT CONSTRAINTS ON u AND i

electrochemotherapy by minimizing the difference between
the reference value Er and E intensities computed at selected
points in the tumor and by considering the requirement that E
intensity at selected points in the tumor should be higher than
reversible threshold. Optimization also considered the technical
limitations of the pulse generator.
We examined the feasibility of model-based optimization on a
model with relatively complex geometry. The model, generated
from CT images, represented a human brain with a tumor. For
the purpose of electrochemotherapy an array of existing needle
electrodes was inserted in the model. The parameter subject to
optimization was pulse amplitude. The distance between electrode pairs was optimized as discrete value. During optimizations the constraints on voltage or current were reached, thus,
the application of optimal pulse parameters obtained in such a
way did not expose the entire volume of the tumor to E intensities above reversible threshold. Considering the fact that some
parts of the tumor were permeabilized while others were not,
the treatment should be repeated considering a new position of
the electrodes which would permeabilize the areas of the tumor
which remained nonpermeabilized by the first needle insertion.
Alternatively also other types of electrodes could be used (e.g.
hexagonal [50]). Despite the fact that with the particular needle
array holder and pulse generator we cannot permeabilize the entire volume of the tumor with a single needle array insertion, we
can determine the pulse amplitude to be delivered to each electrode pair separately in order to permeabilize the tumor to a great
extent. This can consequently decrease the number of needle
array insertions and reduce associated tissue damage. Also, if
using the needle electrode holder which enables switching between electrode pairs, the current constraint would probably not
prevent permeabilization of the total volume of tissue by optimized pulse amplitudes.
The purpose of the presented feasibility study was to examine
the advantages and disadvantages of model-based optimization,
which are listed in continuation, as well as to identify possible
limitations of the approach.
The most important contribution of model-based optimization of EP parameters is the determination of optimal parameters
in a noninvasive way before the treatment. The optimal parameters are also best suited to the treatment of the particular tissue
with respect to its geometry and electrical properties.
Further, the optimization enables the determination of optimal pulse amplitude to each electrode pair separately, as well

as it could be used for determination of optimal potentials to be
applied to 3-D electrodes where different potential can be delivered along the electrode.
Another advantage of the approach is the information about
the efficacy of permeabilization, i.e., information whether the
entire volume of the tumor would be permeabilized. The latter
is derived from the E distribution computed by the model. This
information is extremely valuable when for example a tumor of
irregular shape is treated with needle electrodes, which produce
highly inhomogeneous E. In such a case, the use of a model
providing the spatial distribution of E is of great importance.
The spatial distribution of E also provides information about
the possible damage to the healthy surrounding tissue when exposed to a particular electrical treatment. Based on this a decision can be made whether to permeabilize a larger area of tissue
by applying higher pulse amplitudes or to reposition the electrodes and carry out the treatment under lower pulse amplitudes.
The requirement that certain E intensity should not be exceeded
in healthy tissue can also be taken into account within the optimization procedure as a nonlinear constraint.
The model-based optimization can be easily employed in
daily clinical work provided there are CT or MR images of
the patient available. The model-based optimization is just
reusing images, which are primarily taken for diagnostic purposes. The whole model-based optimization process is in fact
a simulation, which requires a capable personal computer with
special purpose software installed. The whole optimization
process does not require much human involvement, but just the
choice of electrodes, definition of their position, selection of
tissue type and definition of generator constraints. However,
the model-based optimization approach must be experimentally
validated before the use in clinic and also the software should
be further developed to become robust enough for daily use.
For model-based optimization a permeabilization model is
required. Thus, the availability of an accurate model could be
the major limitation to this approach. The accuracy of the presented time discrete permeabilization model depends predominantly on the quality of the 3-D geometry and determination
dependency. The former can be generated from CT or
of
MR images if available. The latter should be defined either by
means of experiments [35], [36] for each type of tissue separately or theoretically [51].
Another important limitation is optimization of the distance
between electrodes when tissue geometry is complex. Each
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change in model geometry, for example a change in the distance between electrodes, requires new FEM mesh generation.
When optimizing the distance between electrodes several mesh
generations are, thus, required. However, in complex geometries the automatic mesh generation can fail if initial mesh
parameters are not manually tuned. To overcome this problem
in complex geometries, electrode position and mesh generation
should be prepared in advance. Then the discrete values of
distances between the electrodes can be optimized together
with pulse amplitude by employing the Tree search algorithm,
for example. In the case of simple geometries, there should be
no problems when optimizing the distance between electrodes.
In general, the definition of the optimization problem in electrochemotherapy should take into consideration also technical
limitations of the generator (maximum voltage, current), constraints on electrode dimensions, and the requirement that E intensity should be higher than the reversible threshold in the entire tumor. However, in some cases a feasible solution to such
a problem does not exist. In such cases, the definition of constraints should be redesigned by taking into account only the
technical limitations of the generator and electrode dimensions,
while the rest of the requirements for desired E intensity could
be met by repositioning the electrodes and repeating the treatment.
V. CONCLUSION
Balancing the considerations described in Discussion part we
can conclude that model-based optimization can be successfully
used as a mean of determining electropermeabilization parameters for effective electrochemotherapy, provided an accurate
model of permeabilization is available. However, in some cases
the effectiveness may be limited due to the dimensions of modeled tissue, limitations of the pulse generator, and electrode dimensions.
The applicability of this approach should be further validated
on the tumor tissue with known tissue parameters which is
treated by ECT using computed optimal EP parameters. The
volume of permeabilized tissue after permeabilization with
optimal pulse amplitude could, for example, be validated by
electric impedance tomography which should provide information about conductivity in tissue after permeabilization [52].
In addition to the advantages described in Section IV, it has to
be emphasized that the use of model-based optimization could
also be advantageous for electrogenetransfer, where optimal
pulse amplitude should be determined very precisely in order
to have electric field intensities in the target tissue distributed
between reversible and irreversible thresholds, thus preserving
cell viability. The approach proposed can be also useful for
irreversible electroporation—suggested for tissue ablation [53].
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